War

Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades
Legend

War God Descendent

Ideal Battle Knowledge Prana

Supplements a Strategic Maneuver roll. Ignore the -1
penalty for troops with poor drill and increase the
battle group‘s effective size by one upon joining battle.

Applies double 9s to all of the Solar‘s order actions.
Upgradeable to grant double 8s.
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Short Descriptor.
This does not contain full rules-text, but intends to confer
an at-a-glance info about this Charms capabilities.
Please refer to the book for full details.

Permanent Essence requirements in dots

Immortal Commander‘s Presence

Rout-Stemming Gesture

Holistic Battle Understanding

Battle Path Ascendant

Immortal Warlord‘s Tactic

Drill your soldiers. They suffer less from long marches, empty
bellies or harsh climates. After the drill, the soldiers are
permanently enhanced by various effects.
Please refer the book.

Enact a simple action that lasts for one minute or hour.
Drill the target‘s in loading, aiming and firing a siege
weapon/ballista, giving each crewman a small bonus.
Please refer the book.

Make a reflexive rally action with several bonus
successes, depending on Essence rating.

Supplement a Strategic Maneuver roll to establish a
strategem, allowing the Solar to ignore all penalties
from unfamiliarity with the opposing force or it‘s
general.

Whenever the Solar‘s army unleashes an attack which
causes a battle group‘s Magnitude to empty, the
Solar may use this Charm to roll Join Battle.

Enact a signature stratagem that may not be counteracted
by prophetic magic or Charms such as Battle-Visionary‘s
Foresight. May be a unique strategy or one presented
in the core book. Double 7s apply on this roll.

Tiger Warrior Training Technique

Magnanimity of the Unstopable Icon

Redoubt-Raising Gesture

Unstoppable Solar Conquerer

Transcendent Warlord‘s Genius

Train your soldiers and make them more powerful,
granting them better combat skills and special abilities.

After an enemy general takes a rally for numbers action,
the Solar may use this Charm to restore an amount of
Magnitude to her battle group equal to the 1s and 2s
on the opponent‘s roll.

By supplementing a Strategic Maneuver roll with this
Charm, the Solar can complete a specific stratagem with
one less success than is required.

When the Solar‘s Initiative is higher than the enemy
general‘s, her order actions gain a bonus dependent
on the size of both units. Only useable if a general
or commander is in the field.

Whenever the Solar uses Battle Path Ascendant, she may
use this Charm to create and employ a stratagem with a
threshold of half the successes of her Join Battle roll.

March of the Returner

General of the All-Seeing Sun

This Charm is an automatically successful rally action. Can
be used once per scene, but resets if the Solar succeeds at
vanquishing a terrible foe or conquering a powerful
enemy through the might of her army.

Supplements a Strategic Maneuver roll, adding one
automatic success plus bonus dice dependent on
Essence. The Exalt can split these successes into multiple
strategems. May deploy no more stratagems than Essence.

Supremacy of the Divine Army

Four Glories Meditation

Battle-Visionary‘s Foresight

Once per combat, the Solar may make a reflexive rally
for numbers action, adding several automatic successes.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Any War-based roll the Solar makes now rerolls all
6s until they fail to appear.

Used during strategic warfare. The Solar chooses two
strategems and notes them down hidden. The opposing
general chooses his strategem and if it is one of the two
chosen, leads to a terrible mistake. Refer the book.
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Permanent Ability requirements in dots
Repruchase/Upgrade available
☑ Exalted 3rd Edition Core Book
☑ Miracles of the Solar Exalted (Backer Charms)
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One With Five Forces
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 38

Erase a stratagem of an enemy army of equal or lesser
value than has been used against your own forces.
Deploy additional strategems.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

A personal „Thank You“ and dedication to all the people who helped make Exalted 3 a reality: John, Holden, Rich and all the others, from the developers to the playtesters. Props to you all.

